Design Crit July 9 2015

Sonification Pie Chart wireframes

- changed order of Label —> Value (more logical/intuitive)
- added Angle value (auto-calculated)
- remove underlines of non-text-entry values - try grey/white/grey/white alternating?
- currently limiting number of values to 5 (no ability to add value)
- validation if label and no number entered or number and no label?
        - ignore label if no value entered
        - value and no label - just use % value as label
        - generate default labels? e.g. Value 1, Value 2
- order values from highest to lowest
        - creates problems for labelling (small slices are crammed together)
- when does reordering happen? when chart is generated? or while chart is being authored?
        - reorder for preview and generation only
        
- change order of authoring - choose chart first and then put the data in?
    - what would that mean for multiple representations? more confusing?
    - what if we could do sonification at the same time? audio loops and visual and audio change at the same time
    - provide both views for both use cases (data entry table and visual/audio "painting" directly)
    - what if we had it all on one page? less of a step-by-step "wizard"
    - WYSIWYG / WYHIWYG! approach - more exploratory - different use-case?
    - see example from research - circular graph sweeps around and plays sound
    - show default chart up front? 
    - legend could be interactive (enter values there)
    - allow deletion of segments?
    - things to consider: limitations from charting tool and performace issues in updating values and sonification, keyboard control, how to modify audio on the fly without it getting annoying (ability to mute)
    
    Murillo will work on new sketches with integrated data entry/chart view
    - we only have until end of July for this iteration so probably not enough time to change approach 
    - could we simplify but putting data entry and chart creation on same page for now?
    
OER context
- include chart description as well
- options to have interactive chart or not 
- hover options for chart - have section "pop" out - don't rely on colour alone


